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Disclaimer
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Types of IP



Intellectual property
“creations of the mind”

“products of human intelligence and creation”

“intangible property that is the result of 
creativity”



Types of intellectual property

Registrable
− Patents
− Trade marks
− Registered designs

Non-Registrable
− Copyright 
− Trade secrets 



Registered designs

− Protect the visual appearance of a product
− Design must be new and distinctive at the 

time of filing
− Lasts between 10-25 years depending on 

country



Trade marks

Any element (sign) used to distinguish your 
products/services from those of a competitor:
− Words
− Devices, logos
− Packaging, labels, getup
− Taglines
− Sounds, smells, colours, shapes

BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT
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Copyright
− Protects the copying of an author’s creative 

output
− Drawings, art, music, literature, computer 

programs, typographical arrangements, 
journal articles

− Only infringed if you can prove copying of a 
substantial part of the work



Trade secrets
− Company policies, non-disclosure 

agreements



Patents



Patents 
− A patent is a right that is granted for 

something that is new, inventive, and useful 
− Lasts up to 20 years from filing

Protects, for example:
− Systems
− Manufacturing processes
− New devices



Patentable subject matter

What kind of things are not patentable?
− Human beings or the biological 

process for their generation
− Artistic creations
− Discoveries with no means of putting 

them into effect
− Abstract ideas, schemes or plans



Methods of treatment and diagnosis

− Many countries do not allow methods of treatment or diagnosis, which involve 
one or more steps carried out on a human, to be patented.

− Have to rely on protection for apparatus/device features only



Software inventions

− Computer programs as such are generally excluded from patentability
− But if the substance of the invention is something significantly more than 

computerisation of an abstract idea then a patent may be granted

significantly more!



Software inventions

x




Structure of a patent

− Title
− Background – problem being

addressed/ prior art
− Summary
− Detailed description - working of

the invention
− Claims – scope of protection
− Drawings – of the proposed system

and results
− Abstract



Novelty and inventive step

For a patent to be granted, the invention as defined in the claims must be:
− New (novel)
− Non obvious (possess inventive step)

− Assessed in light of the ‘prior art’



Examples of prior art
− Earlier patent documents
− Journals, books and other publications
− Information on the internet
− Disclosures during public meetings and 

conferences



Keep things secret!

− You shouldn’t talk about new developments to any third parties until you 
have considered the IP position

− If in doubt, talk to Knowledge Exchange



Patent process



Patent rights and 
limitations



True or false?

If you have a patent that 
covers your product you are 
free to exploit your product



True or false?

If someone has a patent that 
your product would infringe, 
you can’t get your own patent 
for your product



Patent rights – an example
Apple has invented the “Touch ID fingerprint 
scanner” and patented its invention
A startup has invented the “Touch ID health 
monitor”, which allows a person’s health to be 
analysed wherever they use a fingerprint 
scanner
− The start up may be able to get a patent for 

the new invention (because the new health 
monitoring technology is new and not 
obvious)

− But they cannot exploit the technology without 
permission from Apple as they rely on Apple’s 
broad specific scanning technology to 
implement their invention



Patent rights - limitations

− A patent gives the right to exclude others from making, selling, using, importing 
etc. an invention as claimed in the patent

− A patent does NOT give a right to exploit the invention – check existing patent 
rights to determine whether there is freedom to exploit an invention

− A patent does NOT prevent others from getting a patent, if there is also 
something new and inventive about their product



Patent searching



Types of patent searches – Novelty search

− Also called a patentability search
− Identify what aspects of an invention are new
− Helps understand the likelihood of a patent application
− May also be used as a basis for contesting the validity of someone else’s patent



Types of patent searches – Infringement search

− Also called a Freedom-to-Operate (FTO) or clearance search
− Identify what aspects of a product or process might infringe the patents of 

others
− The search does not necessarily focus on inventive aspects of the product or 

process



Novelty search vs infringement search

Infringement searchNovelty search

Determine whether technology could
infringe the IP rights of others

Determine whether technology could 
be patentable

Purpose

At any stage during product 
development

Before or at early stage of patent
application process

When to action

Any aspects of the technology, 
including manufacturing processes

Any aspects of the technology 
considered unique

Technical focus

Granted and pending patents onlyAny published documents, including 
patents, journals, web articles, etc.

Document focus

Countries of commercial interestAnywhere in the worldGeographical focus

HigherLowerCost



Inventorship and 
ownership



Why do we care about 
inventorship?

− Inventors are the first owners of an 
invention

− Agreements are established to 
transfer ownership from inventors to 
other parties



Identifying inventive contribution

Australia:
− Did a person’s contribution have a 

material effect?
− Would the invention have come about 

without the person’s contribution?
Not an inventor if:
− Merely following instructions
− Performing routine work
− Constructing a product to another 

person’s design
− Only a figurehead



Who owns the invention?

Depends on agreements put in place between the inventors and one or more 
parties:
− Contract of employment
− Consultancy agreement
− IP-specific assignment

Companies and research institutes take steps to ensure that, if appropriate, they 
own the technology and inventions that are developed by employees, 
consultants, third parties.



Why does UNSW 
protect IP and what 
is the approach?



True or false?

A patent is worthwhile only if 
you can afford to take big 
companies to court



Why have IP?

IP is a property that can:
− prevent or deter infringement or theft by others 
− be sold or licensed to partners
− form the basis of a start-up/spinout
− help securing investment and funding



UNSW IP Management Process

DISCLOSE REVIEW PROTECT COMMERCIALISE 



Licence to an 
established 
company

Spinout 
company

Staff spinout 
company

(staff 
founder)

Start-up

Based on UNSW developed technology/IP
Supported by KE

Student/Alumni
No UNSW technology

Supported by UNSW Founders

UNSW Pathways for Commercialisation 
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Summary

− Be aware of the different types of IP available and the value that protecting IP 
can bring to a project

− At every step and turn consider if you have come up with something that 
could or should be protected and discuss with Supervisors/Knowledge 
Exchange Team

− Don’t publicise technical details of your work before the IP position is 
considered

− Be aware of both novelty and freedom to operate issues and the types of 
searching that may be carried out

− Understand the importance of identifying correct inventorship and ownership



Any questions?
Eddie Walker
ewalker@fbrice.com.au
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